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ABSTRACT 

The success of immunisation strategies depends principally on reducing the susceptible 

proportion of population to levels below which disease can remain endemic. Despite 

advances in medical science, the goals of herd immunity remain unattainable for most of 

the world’s population because of constraints on vaccine production, distribution and 

delivery. Edible vaccines are cost effective, easy to administer, easy to store, readily 

acceptable vaccines esp. for poor developing countries. These oral vaccines are prepared by 

introduction of selected desired genes into plants & then inducing these transgenic plants to 

manufacture encoded protein. Plant derived vaccines are mucosal targeted vaccines causing 

stimulation of both humoral & mucosal immune response. Edible vaccines are being 

developed for various diseases such as measles, cholera, hepatitis B, C, E & many more 

diseases. They have also found application in prevention of autoimmune disorders such as 

Type-1 diabetes, multiple Sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis etc. Human trials conducted by 

national Institute of allergy & infectious diseases, US department of health & human 

services, USA show that edible vaccines are feasible. They have passed the major hurdles in 

the path of an emerging vaccine technology.  Edible vaccines may start a new era of cost 

effective, safe & efficacious immunisation.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Vaccines have accomplished near miracles in the fight against infectious diseases. However 

constraints on vaccine production, distribution & delivery have so far hampered realizing 

their full potential especially in the developing countries. Millions of children still die from 

infectious diseases for which immunisations are either nonexistent or unreliable or costly. 

Today’s development of novel vaccine stresses the need of vaccines that are inexpensive, 

easy to administer & capable of being stored and transported without refrigeration and 

have potential to redress many of the production, distribution & delivery limitations faced 

by traditional vaccines.
(1)

 Without these characteristics, developing countries find it difficult 

to adopt vaccination as the central strategy for preventing their most devastating diseases.  

Concept of Edible Vaccines  

Plants are being looked upon as potential bioreactors or bio-factories for the production of 

immunotherapeutic molecules. Expression of antigens as vaccine and of antibodies against 

antigens of pathogens in transgenic plants is a convenient and inexpensive source for these 

vaccines. Edible vaccines are prepared by introducing selected desired genes into plants and 

inducing these genetically modified plants to manufacture the encoded proteins. This 

process is known as transformation and the altered plants are called “transgenic plants”. 

Almost all traditional vaccines consist of either inactivated or attenuated strain of the 

pathogen, which are usually delivered by injection. These conventional subunit vaccines are 

expensive, require expertise in technology, need purification as well as refrigeration & 

produce poor mucosal response. In contrast, edible vaccines are cheaper as the transgenic 

plants could be grown locally, reducing costs, transport requirements and dependence on 

foreign supply. Vaccine antigens expressed in plant’s storage organs are stable at room 

temperature eliminating the need for cold chain maintenance.
(2) 

Another potential 

advantage is that plant derived vaccines are like subunit vaccines. They are composed of 

antigenic proteins and are devoid of pathogenic genes, hence are unable to establish an 

infection. This offers an additional level of vaccine safety particularly for 

immunocompromised individuals. Oral vaccines also stimulate both systemic & specific 

immunity at mucosal surfaces of respiratory, gastrointestinal & genitourinary tracts.
(3)

 Edible 

vaccines given to mother can protect foetus in utero by transplacental transfer or through 

breast milk, thus having a potential role in preventing childhood infectious diseases. Oral 

administration of vaccines enhances compliance especially in children and negates concerns 

about the reuse of needles. 

 

DEVELOPING AN EDIBLE VACCINE 

Introduction of foreign antigen into plant’ genome can be done by following   methods:  

1) Plasmid/vector carrier system- Use of Agrobacterium tumefaciens, naturally 

occurring soil bacterium, is a most common method of transformation of plants. It 

possesses a circular plasmid which enables it to infect plant cells, integrate into their 

genome. This ability can be exploited to insert desired antigen (foreign DNA) into 

plant genome. (Figure I) 
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2) The second approach is based on microprojectile bombardment method.
(4)

 Selected 

DNA sequences are precipitated on to metal microparticles and bombarded against 

the vegetable tissue with a particle gun at high speed to integrate exogenous DNA 

into plant genome. 

Whole plants can be regenerated from individual plant cells that have been successfully 

transformed. Production of transgenic plants is species dependent and can take 3-9 months. 

Each antigen expressed in plants must be tested for its proper assembly and can be verified 

by animal studies, western blot & quantified by ELISA. 

 

 

Figure I: The development of transgenic plant 

 

Second Generation Edible Vaccines 

Plants have the capacity to express more than one transgene allowing delivery of multiple 

antigens.
(1)

 Multicomponent vaccines that provide protection against several pathogens are 

very desirable. These vaccines can be obtained by crossing two plant lines harbouring 

different antigens. An elegant approach to achieve this goal based on epitope fusion of rota 

virus & enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC) to both units of cholera toxin was 

demonstrated by Yu and Langridge.
(5)

 The trivalent edible vaccine against Vibrio cholerae, 

enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli (ETEC) & rota virus elicited significant humoral response as 

well as memory B cells & T helper cell response. 

Edible vaccines can be improved for their immunogenicity by the use of appropriable 

adjuvant. Cholera toxin & enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli are potent oral antigens but when 

administered with other antigens they provide adjuvantcity to that antigen. Other 

approaches to enhance the immunogenicity of the orally delivered antigens are to make use 

of mammalian & viral immunomodulators & plant derived metabolites.
(5)
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Alternate strategy of producing plant based vaccine is to infect the plants with recombinant 

viruses (Chimeric viruses) carrying desired antigen that is fused to viral coat protein. The 

infected plants are reported to produce the desired protein in large amounts in a short 

time.
(6)

 

 

MECHANISM OF ACTION           

The goal of oral vaccine is to stimulate both mucosal and humoral immunity against 

pathogens. Edible vaccines i.e. plant parts are fed directly as the outer tough wall of plants 

cells acts to protect the antigen against attack by digestive or bacterial enzymes. This 

process is known as bioencapsulation. The plant cell wall degradation occurs in the intestine 

to release antigens. The antigens are taken up by M cells in the lining that are present over 

the peyer’s patches and the gut associated lymphoid tissue. The antigens are then passed 

on to macrophages and other antigen presenting cells & local lymphocytes, triggering 

formation of serum IgG, IgE & local IgA antibodies & memory cells which would immediately 

neutralize the infection agent present in the body.
(7)

          

Edible vaccines are currently being developed for a number of human & animal diseases 

including measles, cholera, foot and mouth disease & many more. These oral vaccines also 

offer exciting possibilities for significantly reducing the burden of diseases like hepatitis B&C 

and diarrhoea particularly in the developing world where storing and administering vaccines 

are often major problems.
(8)

 For production of edible vaccine it is desirable to choose a plant 

that is hardy, palatable with nutritive value and protein content & can be eaten raw to avoid 

degradation during cooking. Various plants under study are bananas, tomato, potato, 

lettuce & rice etc. 

 

CLINICAL TRIALS 

In 1989 firstly Hiatt & Co-workers attempted to produce antibodies in plants which could 

serve the purpose of passive immunization but it was appeared in 1990 in the form of 

patent application, the concept of edible vaccine got impetus after Arntzen and Co-workers 

expressed hepatitis B surface antigen in Tobacco in 1992 to produce immunologically active 

ingredient via genetic engineering of plants.
(9)

 

Subsequently a number of successful attempts were made to express various antigens in 

plants like labile toxin B subunit(LT-B) of enterotoxigenic Escherichia Coli in tobacco & 

potato,
(10)

 Rabies virus G protein in tomato,
(11)

 HBs antigen in tobacco & potato,
(9)

 capsid  

protein of Norwalk virus in tobacco & potato and cholera toxin B subunit of Vibrio 

cholerae.
(12)
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APPLICATIONS OF EDIBLE VACCINES 

Cholera & other diarrhoeal diseases  

Bacterial diarrhoea is a major cause of infant mortality worldwide with 3 million deaths per 

year. Acute diarrhoea is mainly caused by enterotoxigenic Escherichia coli and vibrio 

cholerae that colonize the small intestine & produce highly immunogenic enterotoxins. 

Studies supported by WHO have demonstrated an effective vaccine for cholera, which 

provides cross protection against enterotoxic Escherichia coli.  This vaccine is not available 

in many parts due to cost factor. To address this limitation, plants were transformed with 

gene coding the B subunit of Escherichia coli (LT-B). On testing the immunogenicity of 

transgenic potatoes expressing LT-B by feeding potatoes to mice, both humoral & mucosal 

immune response was reported to be stimulated.
(10)

 This is the “first proof of concept” for 

edible vaccines. This vaccine has undergone successful clinical trials in humans.
(13)

 Systemic 

and mucosal antibody response to LT-B in young & aged mice vaccinated with corn derived 

antigen against E.coli heat labile enterotoxin has been studied.
(14)

 

Potato vaccine engineered to express cholera B subunit (CT-B) analogous to closely related 

LT-B was shown to be efficacious in mice.
(3)

 Co expression of mutant cholera toxin A & LT-B 

in crop seed has been shown to be effective by nasal administration & is extremely 

practical.
(15)

 Tacket et al studied the human immune response to Norwalk virus capsid 

protein (NVCP) expressed in potatoes.
(16)

 Attempts are done to produce transgenic bananas 

& tomatoes expressing Norwalk virus. 

Hepatitis B 

Hepatitis B antigen has been expressed in tobacco and potatoes. Upon transformation 

Hepatitis B surface antigen (HBs antigen) was recovered in virus like particles of 22nm 

diameter (similar to yeast derived HBs antigen based vaccine) which is known to be a 

prerequisite for better immunogenicity. Parenteral administration in mice evoked specific 

immune response.
(17)

 Potato based vaccine for Hepatitis B has undergone human trials.
(18,19)

  

HBsAg produced and delivered in transgenic potatoes produced effective systemic & 

mucosal immune response in human volunteers. 

Measles 

The vaccine currently available for measles has been used effectively and safely since 1960s. 

However the measles live attenuated vaccine has no oral efficacy, does not produce local 

immunity and is destroyed by heat, so refrigeration is prerequisite for its distribution & 

storage. Maternal antibodies also reduce its efficacy. These limitations present a serious 

challenge to the goal of measles eradication. MV-H (measles virus heamagglutinin from 

edmonston strain) was selected as the basis for an edible measles vaccine for its expression 

in tobacco plants. When fed to mice, it induced serum antibodies which were able to 

neutralize wild type measles virus. IgA antibodies were also found in faecal samples.
(1)

 Other 

plants like banana, carrot rice lettuce are also being genetically engineered for the 

development of measles vaccine.  

Malaria 

Malaria remains one of the most significant causes of human morbidity and mortality 

worldwide, with 300 to 500 million new cases of infection annually resulting in 1.5 to 2.7 
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million deaths. World malaria situation has become worse due to the development of vector 

and drug resistance. Three antigens are currently being investigated for the development of 

a plant based malaria vaccine, merozoite surface protein (MSP) 4, MSP 5 from plasmodium 

falciparum, and MSP 4/5 from Plasmodium yoelli. Wang et al demonstrated that oral 

immunization of mice with recombinant MSP 4, MSP 4/5, and MSP 1 co-administered with 

CT-B as a mucosal adjuvant induced antibody responses effective against blood stage 

parasite.
(20)

 For these studies, however, proteins were expressed in E. coli and protection 

was only evident when high dose antigen was administered. Hence transgenic technology 

has to improve antigenic expression to induce responses in susceptible population like 

children. 

Diabetes & autoimmune diseases 

More than 100 million people are affected with diabetes worldwide. Type1 diabetes also 

known as insulin dependent diabetes (IDDM) is an autoimmune disease which involves 

production of antibodies against glutamic acid decrboxylase (GAD) and insulin leading to 

destruction of insulin roducing pancreatic cells.
(21)

 Research by Ma et al showed that 

diabetes can be prevented in mice by feeding them with plants engineered to produce 

antigens targeted for autoimmune response. The idea is based on ‘oral tolerance’ where the 

autoimmune mechanism is selectively turned off early by teaching the body to tolerate the 

‘antigenic proteins’. Insulin and GAD have been produced in potato & tobacco.
(3,22)

 Potatoes 

and tobacco expressing insulin and GAD linked to CT-B toxin, fed to non-obese diabetic mice 

inhibited the development of diabetes or delayed the progression of clinical diabetes. 

However production of large amount of antigen is required to induce tolerance in 

autoimmune diseases. 

Molecular biologist of London Health Sciences Centre developed edible vaccines to combat 

autoimmune diseases such as multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis, lupus and even 

rejection.
(23)

  

HIV 

Scientists from Novosibirsk are engaged in development of edible vaccine for HIV by 

introducing HIV antigen gene in tomatoes. Recently spinach has been successfully 

inoculated for Tat protein expression cloned into TMV (Tobacco mosaic virus).
(24)

 Mice fed 

with this spinach followed by DNA vaccinations resulted in efficacious immune response. 

 

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS 

Rabies virus coat glycoprotein has been expressed in tomato plants.
(25)

 Wu et al expressed 

rota virus VP7 in transgenic potatoes and oral immunisation of the transgenic tubers elicited 

very good immune response.
(26)

 Carrillo et al expressed structural protein VP1 of foot & 

mouth disease virus in Arabidopsis. All the mice immunised with leaf extract were protected 

against challenge with virulent virus.
(27)

  Papilloma virus L1 protein (for development of 

vaccine against cervical cancer) expressed in transgenic plants could potentially activate the 

humoral immune response.
(28)

 Clinical trials are also being tried in mycobacterium 

tuberculosis, respiratory syncytial virus, human papilloma virus, rota virus, and 

streptococcus pneumoniae and anthrax virus. 
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Passive immunisation 

Edible plants could be used to deliver antigens for active immunisation or to deliver cloned 

monoclonal secretory antibodies to provide immunotherapy. Aiming at therapeutic 

treatment, Ma and co workers have succeeded in producing multimeric secretory IgA 

molecules in plants which represent the predominant form of immunoglobulin in mucosal 

secretions.
(29) 

Passive antibodies topically applied to mucosal surfaces have been shown to 

offer protection against human dental caries caused by streptococcus mutans.
(30) 

Recently a 

humanized monoclonal antibody against glycoprotein B of Herpes simplex virus 2 has been 

expressed in soyabean.
(31) 

The use of alfalfa mosaic virus coat protein fusion vectors to 

produce HIV and rabies vaccines has also been studied.
(32)

 

 

HUMAN TRIALS 

Opening a new era in vaccine delivery, researchers supported by the National Institute of 

Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID) have shown for the first time that an edible vaccine 

can safely trigger significant immune responses in people. In the first human study of 

transgenic plant vaccine, eleven volunteers were fed raw transgenic potatoes expressing 

heat labile enterotoxin (LT-B). The investigators periodically collected blood & stool samples 

from the volunteers to evaluate the vaccine’s ability to stimulate both systemic and 

intestinal immune responses. Ten (91%) of volunteers developed systemic (IgG anti LT) 

antibodies and six (55%) developed mucosal response.
(13) 

 

Transgenic potatoes and bananas expressing Norwalk virus, a common cause of diarrhoea 

have undergone trials in humans.
(16)

 Overall, 19(95%) out of 20 volunteers developed 

seroconversion. First human trials of a potato based vaccine against Hepatitis B have 

reported encouraging results.
(17)

 Tomatoes expressing hepatitis B are being developed. 

 

ADVANTAGES OF EDIBLE VACCINES 

 Subunit vaccines (not attenuated pathogens) means improved safety  

 Edible means of administration 

Remove the need for needles & syringes 

 Economical in mass production & transportation 

Storage near the site of use  

Heat stable, eliminating the need for refrigeration 

Antigen protection through bioencapsulation  

Seroconversion in the presence of maternal antibodies  

Generation of systemic & mucosal immunity  

Enhanced compliance (especially in children) 

Delivery of multiple antigens  
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LIMITATIONS 

Development of oral tolerance to vaccine peptide or protein 

Consistency of dosage from fruit to fruit, plant to plant and generation to      

Generation is not similar. 

Stability of vaccine in fruit is not known 

Evaluating dosage requirement is tedious 

 

THE FUTURE OF EDIBLE VACCINES 

Vaccines have been one of the most far reaching and important public health initiatives of 

20
th

 century. Edible vaccines might overcome some of the difficulties of production, 

distribution and delivery associated with traditional vaccines. Technical problems and 

sceptics aside, edible vaccines have passed the major hurdles of an emerging vaccine 

technology. Significant challenges are still to overcome before vaccine crops become a 

reality. However, while access to essential healthcare remains limited in most of the world 

and scientific community is struggling with complex diseases such as HIV, malaria etc, and 

plant derived vaccines represent an appetising prospect.   

 

CONCLUSION 

Edible vaccines hold great promise as a cost effective, easy to administer, easy to store, fail 

safe and socioculturally readily acceptable vaccine delivery system especially for poor 

developing countries. Edible vaccine is a milestone on the road in creating inexpensive 

vaccines for immunising people in developing countries. They are not only useful for 

prevention of infectious diseases but have also found application in the prevention of 

autoimmune diseases and production of antibodies as immunotherapeutic molecules. 

Combining a cost effective production system with safe & efficacious delivery system, edible 

vaccine may start a new era of safer and effective immunisation. We hope that production 

of vaccines in transgenic plants will become an essential component in our disease 

prevention arsenal.  
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